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Abstract
For a standard graded Cohen-Macaulay ring R, if the quotient R/(x) admits non-
free totally reflexive modules, where x is a system of parameters consisting of elements
of degree one, then so does the ring R. A non-constructive proof of this statement
was given in [16]. We give an explicit construction of the totally reflexive modules
over R obtained from those over R/(x).
We consider the question of which Stanley-Reisner rings of graphs admit non-
free totally reflexive modules and discuss some examples. For an Artinian local ring
(R,m) with m3 = 0 and containing the complex numbers, we describe an explicit
construction of uncountably many non-isomorphic indecomposable totally reflexive
modules, under the assumption that at least one such non-free module exists. In
addition, we generalize Rangel-Tracy rings. We prove that her results do not gener-
alize. Specifically, the presentation of a totally reflexive module cannot be choosen
generically in our generalizations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Totally reflexive modules were introduced by Auslander and Bridger in [1], under
the name of modules of Gorenstein dimension zero. These modules were used as a
generalization of free modules, in order to define a new homological dimension for
finitely generated modules over Noetherian rings, called the G-dimension.
In this paper, R and S will denote commutative Noetherian rings. The following
theorems are well known [10].
Theorem 1.0.1. Let R be a commutative Noetherian local ring with residue field k.
Then the following conditions are equivalent.
1. R is regular
2. every finitely generated R module has finite projective dimension
3. k has finite projective dimension
Theorem 1.0.2 (Auslander-Buchsbaum). Let R be a commutative Noetherian local
ring and M an R module with finite projective dimension. Then depthM + pdM =
depthR.
Auslander and Bridger generalized these theorems with G-dimension [1].
Theorem 1.0.3. Let R be a commutative Noetherian local ring with residue field k.
Then the following conditions are equivalent.
1. R is Gorenstein.
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2. every finitely generated R module has finite G-dimension
3. k has finite G-dimension
Theorem 1.0.4 (Auslander-Bridger). Let R be a commutative Noetherian local ring
and M an R module with finite G-dimension. Then depthM +G- dimM = depthR.
From Auslander’s and Bridger’s work it is clear that G-dimension is a more
robust invariant for modules in the sense that some modules could have finite G-
dimension while having infinite projective dimension. They further showed that
pdM ≤ G- dimM and equality holds pdM is finite. It is also not difficult to find
modules with finite G-dimension but having infinite projective dimension. For in-
stance over a Gorenstein non-regular ring, all finitely generated modules have finite
G-dimension, but not all have finite projective dimension, specifically the residue
field.
In [7] it was shown that one can use totally reflexive modules to give a character-
ization of simple hypersurface singularities among all complete local algebras. It was
also shown in [7] that if a local ring is not Gorenstein, then it either has infinitely
many indecomposable pairwise non-isomorphic totally reflexive modules, or else it
has none other than the free modules. This dichotomy points out that it is important
to understand which non-Gorenstein rings admit non-free totally reflexive modules
and which do not. This answer is not well understood at the present time. In this
paper we study this issue from the point of view of reducing to the case of Artinian
rings, and we use this technique to study a class of rings obtained from a graph.
Definition 1.0.5. A finitely generated module M is called totally reflexive if there
exists an infinite complex of finitely generated free R-modules
F : · · · → F1 → F0 → F−1 → · · ·
such that M is isomorphic to Coker(F1 → F0), and such that both the complex F
and the dual F ∗ = HomR(F,R) are exact.
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Such a complex F is called a totally acyclic complex. We say that F is a minimal
totally acyclic complex if the entries of the matrices representing the differentials are
in the maximal ideal (or homogeneous maximal ideal in the case of a graded ring).
In the case when R does not admit minimal totally acyclic complexes, we say R is
G-regular .
It is obvious that free modules are totally reflexive. The next easiest example is
provided by exact zero divisors, studied under this name in [3]:
Definition 1.0.6. A pair of elements a, b ∈ R is called a pair of exact zero divisors
if AnnR(a) = (b) and AnnR(b) = (a).
Note that if R is an Artinian ring, then one of these conditions implies the other
(as it implies that l((a)) + l((b)) = l(R)).
If a, b is a pair of exact zero divisors, then the complex
· · ·R a→ R b→ R a→ · · ·
is a totally acyclic complex, and R/(a), R/(b) are totally reflexive modules.
More complex totally reflexive modules can be constructed using a pair of exact
zero divisor, see [9] and [6].
Many properties of commutative Noetherian rings can be reduced to the case of
Artinian rings, via specialization. We use this approach in order to study the existence
of non-free totally reflexive modules. The following observation is well-known (see
Proposition 1.5 in [5]).
Observation 1.0.7. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring and let M be a non-free totally
reflexive R-module. If x is a system of parameters in R, then M/(x)M is a non-free
totally reflexive R/(x)-module.
On the other hand, it follows from [2] that any ring which is an embedded defor-
mation admits non-free totally reflexive modules:
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Theorem 1.0.8. Let (R,m) be a Cohen-Macaulay module, and let x ⊆ m2 be a (part
of a) system of parameters. Then the quotient R/(x) admits non-free totally reflexive
modules.
Given a Cohen-Macaulay standard graded or local ring (R,m), one would like
to investigate whether R admits non-free totally reflexive modules via investigating
the same issue for specializations R/(x). In order to use this approach, one needs
a converse of (1.0.7). In light of Theorem 1.0.8, such a converse cannot be true if
the system of parameters x is contained in m2 (as in this case R/(x) always has non-
free totally reflexive modules, even if R does not). This converse is proved in ([16],
Proposition 4.6)
Theorem 1.0.9. [16] Let (S,m) be a local ring, and let x1, . . . , xd be a regular se-
quence such that xi ∈ m \m2. Let R = S/(x1, . . . , xd). If R has non-free totally
reflexive modules, then so does S.
The proof in ([16]) is non-constructive; in Chapter 2 we give a constructive ap-
proach to this result in the graded case, where we indicate how a minimal totally
acyclic complex over R can be used to build a minimal totally acyclic complex over
S.
Once we have reduced to an Artinian ring, the easiest way to detect totally re-
flexive modules is when they are given by pairs of exact zero-divisors. Rings with
positive dimension usually do not admit a pair of exact zero-divisors. We will give
examples where they can be found in specializations, thus allowing us to conclude
that the original ring also had non-free totally reflexive modules. The examples that
we focus on in Chapter 3 are Stanley-Reisner rings of connected graphs. These are
two-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay rings, and, after modding out by a linear system
of parameters, they satisfy m3 = 0. We will give some necessary conditions for the
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existence of non-free totally reflexive modules, as well as examples where we can find
pairs of exact zero divisors in the specialization.
Most of the constructions of totally reflexive modules in the literature start with
a pair of exact zero divisors, which can then be used to construct more complicated
modules. We are only aware of one example (Proposition 9.1 in [6]) of a ring which
admits non-free totally reflexive modules, but does not have exact zero divisors. This
example occurs over a characteristic two field, and can be considered a pathological
case (the ring defined by the same equations over a field of characteristic different from
two will have exact zero divisors). In Section 4 we provide another, characteristic-
free example of a ring that does not have exact zero divisors, but has non-free totally
reflexive modules (Example 3.5.1). Moreover, we indicate how to construct infinitely
many non-indecomposable non-isomorphic totally reflexive modules over this ring. It
is likely that our example can be generalized to a family of rings with these properties.
We consider Artinian local rings (R,m) with m3 = 0 which contains the complex
numbers, and we describe a construction that gives rise to uncountably many non-
isomorphic indecomposable totally reflexive modules, under the assumption that one
such non-free module exists. It has been known from [7] that, under the assumptions
above, there would be infinitely many such modules, but this is the first time that an
explicit construction is provided that does not use a pair of exact zero-divisors.
5
Chapter 2
Existence of Totally Reflexive Modules under
Specializations
2.1 Overview
In this chapter we give techniques for verifying and producing totally reflexive modules
under specializations. If x is a regular sequence andM is a totally reflexive R-module,
it is known thatM/xM is a totally reflexive R/xR-module. The question arises in the
other direction. That is, if in the specialization R/xR admits non-free totally reflexive
modules, then is it true that R has non-free totally reflexive R-modules? Takashi’s
paper describes precisely when this phenomenon occurs; however, the proof is non-
constructive. We give an algorithm that produces non-free totally reflexive modules
in the scenario Takashi describes.
2.2 Algorithm
We begin by giving an algorithmic proof of Takashi’s result. This construction will
build totally reflexive modules.
Theorem 2.2.1. Let S = k ⊕ S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ · · · be a standard graded k-algebra, and
let x1, . . . , xd ∈ S1 be a regular sequence. If the ring R = S/(x1, . . . , xd) admits a
minimal totally acyclic complex (C·, φ·), then S also admits a minimal totally acyclic
complex.
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Proof. It is enough to prove the case d = 1, then induct on d. Let x1 := x. For an
element u ∈ S, we will use u to denote the image of u in R.
Given
· · · −→ Rbi+1 δi+1−→ Rbi δi−→ · · · (2.1)
a doubly infinite totally acyclic R-complex, we will construct a doubly infinite totally
acyclic S- complex
· · · −→ S2bi+1 i+1−→ S2bi i−→ · · · (2.2)
Let δ˜i : Sbi → Sbi−1 denote a lifting of δi to S, for all i ∈ Z. We will view these maps
as matrices with entries in S. Since δiδi+1 = 0, it follows that there exists a matrix
Mi+1 with entries in S such that
δ˜iδ˜i+1 = xMi+1. (2.3)
We define i as follows: if i is even, then
i =
 δ˜i xIbi−1
Mi δ˜i−1
 ,
If i is odd,
i =
 δ˜i −xIbi−1−Mi δ˜i−1

Note that if all the entries of δi are in the homogeneous maximal ideal of R for all i,
then all the entries of i will be in the homogeneous maximal ideal of S (since x has
degree one and the entries of δ˜iδ˜i+1 have degree at least two, equation (2.3) shows
that the entries of Mi cannot be units). We check that (4.1) is a complex. Let i be
even. We have
ii+1 =
 δ˜iδ˜i+1 − xMi+1 −xδ˜i + xδ˜i
Miδ˜i+1 − δ˜i−1Mi+1 −xMi + ˜δi−1δ˜i

Using equation (2.3), we see that all entries are zero except possiblyMiδ˜i+1−δ˜i−1Mi+1.
However, we have
x(Miδ˜i+1 − δ˜i−1Mi+1) = (xMi)δ˜i+1 − δ˜i−1(xMi+1) = δ˜i−1δ˜iδ˜i+1 − δ˜i−1δ˜iδ˜i+1 = 0.
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The calculation is similar if i is odd.
Now we check that the complex (4.1) is exact. Let i be even, and let c = [c1, c2]t ∈
ker(i), where c1 ∈ Sbi and c2 ∈ Sbi−1 . We have δ˜ic1 + xc2 = 0, and therefore
δi(c1) = 0. The exactness of (2.1) implies that there are elements d1, d2 ∈ S such that
c1 = δ˜i+1d1 − xd2.
Define  c′1
c′2
 :=
 c1
c2
− i+1
 d1
d2
 .
It is clear that c′1 = 0 and [c′1, c′2]t ∈ ker(i). It follows that xc′2 = 0. Since x ∈ S
is a regular element, we must have c′2 = 0. In other words, [c1, c2]t = i+1[d1, d2]t ∈
im(i+1), which is what we wanted to show.
The calculation is similar if i is odd.
We also need to check that the dual of the complex (4.1) is exact. Let i be even
and let [c1, c2]t ∈ ker(ti+1), where c1 ∈ Sbi and c2 ∈ Sbi−1 . We have
ti+1 =
 δ˜ti+1 −M ti+1−xIbi δ˜ti
 .
It follows that −xc1 + δ˜tic2 = 0, so δti(c2) = 0. Due to the exactness of the dual of
(2.1), we have c2 = xd1 + δti−1d2 for some d1, d2 ∈ S. Define c′1
c′2
 :=
 c1
c2
− ti
 d1
d2
 .
It is clear that c′2 = 0 and [c′1, c′2]t ∈ ker(ti+1). Therefore, we have xc′1 = 0. Since x ∈ S
is a regular element, it follows that c′1 = 0, and thus [c1, c2]t = ti[d1, d2]t ∈ im(ti),
which is what we wanted to show.
The calculation is similar if i is odd.
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Specializing a ring is a useful technique and it makes verifying equations easier.
The following theorem reduces checking acyclicity of a bounded complex to first
specializing and then checking acyclicity.
Theorem 2.2.2. Let S be a ring, x be a non-zero divisor, R = S/x, F be a bounded
S-complex of flat modules, F ⊗S R be acyclic. Then F is acyclic.
Proof. From the given hypotheses, we can see the Künneth’s formula [17] should be
applied. We consider the spectral sequence, E2pq = TorSp (Hq(F ), R), and observe that
E2pq converges to Hp+q(F ⊗R) = 0. Also we have the short exact sequence
0→ S x→ S → R→ 0.
Therefore, we can conclude E2pq = 0 when p > 1. It follows that there is a short exact
sequence
0→ E21,n−1 → Hn(F ⊗R)→ E20,n → 0.
By assumption, we have Hn(F ⊗ R) = 0. It follows that E21,n−1 = E20,n = 0 for all n.
We conclude that E2pq = 0 for all p and q; thus, F is acyclic as desired.
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Chapter 3
Stanley-Reisner Rings for Graphs
3.1 Overview
Stanley-Reisner rings have many easily computable invariants. In the case when the
simplex is a graph, we can specialize the Stanley-Reisner ring to a ring with the
property m3 = 0 6= m2. Such a ring is called a short-ring. Yoshino gives necessary
conditions for when short-rings admit totally reflexive modules [18]. In this chapter we
specialize Stanley-Reisner rings of graphs to short rings. Then we convert Yoshino’s
conditions into necessary properties for graphs for which the corresponding Stanley-
Reisner rings admit totally reflexive modules.
An easy way to find totally reflexive modules is to produce exact-zero divisors;
albeit it is not necessary for a non G-regular ring to admit exact-zero divisors. In the
last section we construct examples of non G-regular rings including one which does
not admit exact-zero divisors.
3.2 Properties of Stanley Reisner Rings for Graphs
Let Γ = (V,E) be a connected graph, where V = {x1, . . . , xn} is the set of vertices,
and E is the set of edges. Let k be an infinite field. The Stanley-Reisner ring of Γ
over k is
RΓ =
k[X1, . . . , Xn]
IΓ
where IΓ is the ideal generated by all the monomials XiXj for which {xi, xj} /∈
E, and all monomials XiXjXk with distinct i, j, k. The general theory of Stanley-
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Reisner rings (see [4], Corollary 5.3.9) shows that, under the assumption that Γ
is connected, RΓ is a two-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay ring. We investigate the
existence of non-free totally reflexive modules for RΓ via reducing modulo a linear
system of parameters. We denote |V | = n and |E| = e.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let l1, l2 ∈ k[X1, . . . , Xn] be general linear forms. Then R :=
RΓ/(l1, l2) is an Artinian ring with maximal ideal m. We have m3 = 0, dimkm/m2 =
n− 2, and dimkm2 = e− n+ 1.
Proof. Note that the degree two component of RΓ is generated by X21 , . . . , X2n, and
XiXj with {xi, xj} ∈ E, and the degree three component is generated by X31 , . . . , X3n,
and X2iXj, XiX2j with {xi, xj} ∈ E. Therefore, the Hilbert series of RΓ has the form
HRΓ(t) = 1 + nt+ (n+ e)t2 + (n+ 2e)t3 + · · ·
Since the images of two general linear form l1, l2 are a regular sequence in RΓ, we
have
HR(t) = (1− t)2HRΓ(t) = 1 + (n− 2)t+ (e− n+ 1)t2 + 0t3
which proves the claim.
Observation 3.2.2. In order for Γ to be connected, we must have e ≥ n − 1. We
have m2 = 0⇔ e = n− 1⇔ Γ is a tree.
Note that if m2 = 0, then it is known that if R is not Gorenstein, then R does not
have non-free totally reflexive modules (see [18]). In [18], Yoshino gives the following
necessary conditions for an Artinian ring with m3 = 0 to have non-free totally reflexive
modules:
Theorem 3.2.3. ([18], Theorem 3.1) Let (R,m) be a non-Gorenstein local ring with
m3 = 0. Assume that R contains a field k isomorphic to R/m, and assume that there
is a non-free totally reflexive R-module M . Then:
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(1) R has a natural structure of homogeneous graded ring with R = R0⊕R1⊕R2
with R0 = k, dimk(R1) = r+1, and dimk(R2) = r, where r is the type of R. Moreover,
(0 :R m) = m2.
(2) R is a Koszul algebra.
(3) M has a natural structure of graded R-module, and, if M is indecomposable,
then the minimal free resolution of M has the form
· · · → R(−n− 1)b → R(−n)b → · · · → R(−1)b → Rb →M → 0.
In other words, the resolution of M is linear with constant betti numbers.
Based on Yoshino’s result, we conclude that the following are necessary conditions
for RΓ to have non-free totally reflexive modules:
Proposition 3.2.4. If RΓ has non-free totally reflexive modules, then the following
must hold:
(a) e = 2n− 4.
(b) Γ does not have any cycles of length 3.
(c) Γ does not have leaves (a leaf is a vertex which belongs to only one edge).
Proof. If RΓ has non-free totally reflexive modules, then so does RΓ/(l1, l2). We apply
the necessary conditions from Theorem (3.2.3) to the ring R = RΓ/(l1, l2). Part (a)
is immediate using the calculation from Lemma (3.2.1). Part (b) is a consequence
of the requirement that R is a Koszul algebra, which in particular implies that it
has to be defined as a quotient of a polynomial ring by quadratic equation. If the
graph Γ has a cycle consisting of vertices xk, xl, xj, then xkxlxj would be one of the
defining equations of the Stanley-Reisner ring, and also one of the defining equations
of RΓ/(l1, l2) (viewed as a quotient of a polynomial ring in two fewer variables). To
see (c), assume that there is a vertex xk of Γ that belongs to only one edge, say
{xk, xj}. We can use the equations l1, l2 to replace the variables Xj, Xk by linear
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combinations of the remaining variables, and view R = RΓ/(l1, l2) as a quotient of
a polynomial ring in these remaining variables. Then the image of Xk annihilates
the images of all the variables, and therefore Xk ∈ (0 :R m). This contradicts the
condition (0 :R m) = m2 from Theorem (3.2.3).
Before we restrict our attention to bipartite graphs we do point out that it is not
necessary for a Stanley-Reisner ring to be bipartite for the ring to admit minimal
totally reflexive modules.
Example 3.2.5. Let Γ be the following non-bipartite graph.
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
Let a = −16244x1 + 10394x2 + 10605x3 + 9302x4 + 5353x5 − 564x6 − 7086x7 and
b = 13837x1 − 3193x2 − 7618x3 + 13982x4 − 1593x5 + 9010x6 + 12626x7. These two
elements form a regular RΓ−sequence. The pair (x3 + 10407x4 + 4274x5 − 9267x6 +
1303x7, x3 + 6868x4− 12743x5− 6663x6− 10604x7) form a pair of exact zero-divisors
in RΓ/(a, b). All these calculations can be verified using Macaulay2.
3.3 Bipartite Graphs and Sufficient Condition for Existence of Ex-
act Zero Divisors
We will be able to obtain better results when the graph Γ is bipartite, i.e. the vertices
can be labeled x1, . . . , xk, y1, . . . , yl, and all the edges are of the form {xi, yj} for some
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i, j. This in particular implies that the graph does not have cycles of length three (in
fact, a graph is bipartite if and only if it does not have any cycles of odd length).
Lemma 3.3.1. Let Γ be a bipartite graph, and let
l1 =
k∑
i=1
Xi, l2 =
l∑
j=1
Yj.
Then l1, l2 is a system of parameters. R = RΓ/(l1, l2) can be regarded as a quotient
of k[X1, . . . , Xk−1, Y1, . . . , Yl−1], and it satisfies
(X , . . . , Xk−1)2 = (Y 1, . . . , Y l−1)2 = 0 (3.1)
where Xi, Yj denote the images of Xi, Yj in R.
For every u ∈ R1, we write u := x + y, where x is a linear combination of
X1, . . . , Xk−1, and y is a linear combination of Y 1, . . . , Y l−1. We define u′ := x− y,
and observe
uu′ = 0. (3.2)
Proof. Since all the edges of the graph are of the form {xi, yj}, it follows that the
products of the images in RΓ of any two distinctXi, Xj is zero. Moreover, the equation
XiXk = 0 in RΓ translates to X i(
∑k−1
j=1 Xj) = 0 in R, and thus we obtain X
2
i = 0 in
R. A similar argument shows that Y 2j = 0, and we obtain (3.1). Now (3.1) implies
that the product of the images of any three variables in R is zero, and therefore R
satisfies m3 = 0. Since dim(RΓ) = 2 and R is Artinian, it follows that l1, l2 is a system
of parameters for RΓ. The claim (3.2) is obvious.
We observe that in the case of graded rings with R3 = 0 and dimk(R2) =
dimk(R1) − 1, there is a connection between existence of exact zero divisors and
the Weak Lefschetz Property (WLP). See ([11]) for the general definition and more
information regarding WLP. For the case of graded ring with R3 = 0, WLP simply
means that there exists an element x ∈ R1 such that the multiplication by x map
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: R1 → R2 has maximal rank (if dimk(R2) ≤ dimk(R1), maximal rank means that
this map is surjective).
Observation 3.3.2. (a.) Let R = k⊕R1⊕R2 be a standard graded ring with R3 = 0
and dimkR2 = dimkR1− 1. If R admits a pair of exact zero divisors x, y, then R has
WLP.
(b.) Assume that R = RΓ/(l1, l2), where Γ is a bipartite graph, and l1, l2 are as in
Lemma (3.3.1). If R has WLP, then R admits a pair of exact zero divisors.
Proof. (a). Assume that (x, y) is a pair of exact zero-divisors. By Theorem (3.2.3),
we have x, y ∈ R1. Then the kernel of the map ·x : R1 → R2 is generated by y, and
is therefore 1-dimensional as a k-vector space. It follows that the dimension of the
image is dimkR1 − 1 = dimk(R2), and therefore the map is surjective.
(b) Assume that z ∈ R1 is such that ·z : R1 → R2 is surjective. Equivalently, the
kernel of this map is a one-dimensional vector space. Using the notation from Lemma
(3.3.1), we have zz′ = 0. Therefore, every element in R1 that annihilates z must be a
scalar multiple of z′. We claim that AnnR(z) = (z′), which will then imply that z, z′
is a pair of exact zero divisors. It suffices to prove that R2 ⊆ (z′), or, equivalently,
the map ·z′ : R1 → R2 is surjective. We can write z = x + y and z′ = x − y as in
Lemma (3.3.1). We observe that the map ·z : R1 → R2 is surjective if and only if
R2 is spanned by xY 1, . . . , xY l−1, yX1, . . . , yXk−1, and the same conclusion holds for
the map ·z′ : R1 → R2. Therefore, the multiplication by z map is surjective if and
only if the multiplication by z′ map is.
One might hope that the converse of the statement in Observation (3.3.2) (a)
above is true without the extra assumptions we made in Part (b). The example
below shows that this is not the case.
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Example 3.3.3. Let
R = k[X, Y ](X2 − Y 2, X2 −XY,X3) .
Then R satisfies the assumptions from Observation (3.3.2) (a), and R has WLP since
the multiplication by ax+ by : R1 → R2 is surjective as long as a+ b 6= 0. However,
R has a linear socle element, namely x + y, which implies that R cannot have exact
zero divisors; in fact it cannot have totally reflexive modules, by Theorem (3.2.3)(1).
Now we give a sufficient condition on a graph Γ with e = 2n−4 for R = RΓ/(l1, l2)
to have WLP. When Γ is a bipartite graph satisfying this condition, Observation
(3.3.2)(b) implies that R will have a pair of exact zero divisors, and Theorem (2.2.1)
will then allow us to conclude that RΓ has non-free totally reflexive modules.
Proposition 3.3.4. a. Let Γ be a graph with vertex set V = {x1, . . . , xn}. Assume
that e = 2n−4 and the vertices can be ordered in such a way that for each i ≥ 3, there
are at least two edges connecting xi to {x1, . . . , xi−1}. Then R = RΓ/(l1, l2) has WLP
for l1, l2 a system of parameters consisting of linear forms with generic coefficients.
b. Assume moreover that Γ is bipartite with vertex set {x1, . . . , xk, y1, . . . , yl}
(where n = k + l), and l1 =
∑k
i=1 xi, l2 =
∑l
j=1 yj. Then R = RΓ/(l1, l2) admits
a pair of exact zero-divisors.
Proof. a. The calculation of the Hilbert function of R from Lemma (3.2.1) shows
that the map ·l : R1 → R2 has maximal number of generators if and only if it is sur-
jective, which is equivalent to having one dimensional kernel. Fix l1 =
∑n
i=1 αixi, l2 =∑n
i=1 βixi, and l =
∑n
i=1 aixi, where the coefficients αi, βi, ai are generic in k3n. We
consider the linear forms f1 =
∑n
i=1 uixi, f2 =
∑n
i=1 vixi, and f =
∑n
i=1wixi satisfying
l1f1 + l2f2 + lf = 0 in RΓ (3.3)
Equation (3.3) translates into a system of e + n equations in 3n unknowns. The
unknowns are the coefficients ui, vi, wi for i = 1, . . . , n, and we get one equation
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corresponding to each edge {xi, xj} of Γ:
αjui + αiuj + βjvi + βivj + ajwi + aiwj = 0, (3.4)
obtained by setting the coefficient of xixj in equation (3.3) (these account for 2n− 4
equations), and one equation for each i = 1, . . . , n:
αiui + βivi + aiwi = 0, (3.5)
which is obtained by setting the coefficient of x2i in equation (3.3) equal to zero. We
claim that if the coefficients αi, βi, ai are chosen generically, then the vector space
of solutions this system of linear equations is four dimensional. Equations (3.5) give
wi = −αi
ai
ui− βi
ai
vi. Plugging this into the equations (3.4), we obtain 2n−4 equations
with 2n unknowns, of the form
αjiui + αijuj + βjivi + βijvj = 0 (3.6)
for each edge {xi, xj} in Γ, where
αij =
αiaj − αjai
aj
, αji =
αjai − αiaj
ai
, βij =
βiaj − βjai
aj
, βji =
βjai − βiaj
ai
.
By assumption {x1, x3} and {x2, x3} are edges. The two equations corresponding to
these edges involve 6 unknowns, ui, vi for i = 1, 2, 3,. The two equations in (3.6)
corresponding to the edges {x1, x3}, {x2, x3} allow us to solve for u3, v3 as linear
combinations of u1, v1, u2, v2 (using Cramer’s rule, provided the determinant α13β23−
β13α23 is nonzero). Now let i ≥ 3. By induction, we may assume that uj, vj can be
expressed as linear combinations of u1, v1, u2, v2 for all j ≤ i − 1. By assumption,
there are two edges that connect xi to the set {x1, . . . , xi−1}. Say that these edges
are {xi1 , xi} and {xi2 , xi}. The equations in (3.6) corresponding to these edges allow
us to solve for ui, vi in terms of ui1 , vi1 , ui2 , vi2 (using Cramer’s rule, provided that
the determinant αi1iβi2i − βi11αi2i is nonzero), and therefore in terms of u1, v1, u2, v2
using the inductive hypothesis. It is immediate to see that the conditions
αi1iβi2i − βi1iαi2i 6= 0 (3.7)
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translate into non-vanishing of certain non-trivial polynomials in αi, βi, ai, and thus
there is a non-empty open set in k3n such that for any choice of αi, βi, ai in this open
set, the vector space of solutions of (3.3) is four dimensional.
Now observe that three of the solutions of equation (3.3) come from the Koszul
relations on l1, l2, l, so (f 11 , f 12 , f 1) = (−l2, l1, 0), (f 21 , f 22 , f 2) = (−l, 0, l1), (f 31 , f 32 , f 3) =
(0,−l, l2) are linearly independent solutions. Let (f 41 , f 42 , f 4) be such that (f j1 , f j2 , f j)
where j = 1, . . . , 4 is a basis for the vector space of solutions of (3.3). Consider the
map φ given by multiplication by the image of l : R1 → R2, where R = RΓ/(l1, l2).
For a linear form f ∈ RΓ, the image of f is in the kernel of this map if and only if
there exist f1, f2 ∈ RΓ such that (f1, f2, f) is a solution to (3.3). This implies that
f ∈ (l1, l2, f 4). Therefore, the kernel of the φ is one-dimensional, spanned by the
image of f 4, and thus φ is surjective.
(b) We need to check that the choice of l1 =
∑k
i=1 xi, l2 =
∑l
j=1 yj allows us to
choose l = ∑ki=1 aixi + ∑lj=1 a′jyj such that the determinants in (3.7) are non-zero.
With notation as above, we have αi = 1, βi = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, αi = 0, βi = 1 for
k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The conditions (3.7) need to be checked whenever {i1, i} and {i2, i}
are edges of Γ. Due to the bipartite nature of the graph, this means that we have
either i1, i2 ≤ k and i ≥ k + 1, or i1, i2 ≥ k + 1 and i ≤ k. In the first case, we have
αi1i =
ai1
ai
, ai2i =
ai2
ai
, βi1i = βi2i = 0, and (3.7) becomes ai1 6= ai2 . The second case is
similar.
3.4 Conditions for Bipartites that Do Not Admit Exact Zero Divi-
sors
Now we give a condition for a bipartite graph Γ that implies that the ring R =
RΓ/(l1, l2) does not have exact zero divisors. This will be used in the next section
to construct an example of a ring that has no exact zero divisors, but has non-free
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totally reflexive modules.
Proposition 3.4.1. Let Γ be a bipartite graph with e = 2n − 4, n = k + l, and a
vertex set V = {x1, . . . , xk, y1, . . . , yl}. Assume that there exist i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and
j ∈ {1, . . . , l} such that the subgraph induced on V \{xi, yj} is disconnected. Then
R = RΓ/(l1, l2) does not have exact zero divisors.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume i = k, j = l. Then the maximal
ideal of R is generated by the images X1, . . . , Xk−1, Y 1, . . . , Y l−1 of the variables
corresponding to the vertices in V \{xk, yl} . Since the graph induced on V \{xk, yl}
is disconnected, we may partition the set of vertices into disjoint sets A,B such that
there is no edge connecting any vertex of A to any vertex of B. Let a, b denote the
ideals of R generated by the images of the variables corresponding to vertices in A
and B respectively. Then we have ab = 0, and a + b = m. Assume that u, v is
a pair of exact zero divisors consisting of linear elements in R. Then we can write
u = ua + ub with ua ∈ a and ub ∈ b. Using the notation from Lemma (3.3.1), we
also have u′a ∈ a, u′b ∈ b. Then we have uu′a = uau′a + ubu′a = 0, where the first term
is zero from (3.2), and the second term is zero because ab = 0. Similarly, we have
uu′b = 0. This shows that u cannot be part of a pair of exact zero-divisors.
We replace the property that m = a+ b and ab = 0 from the proof of Proposition
(3.4.1) with the stronger condition that there are non-zero ideals a, b ⊆ m such that
m = a⊕ b.
It follows from Proposition (3.2) in [13] that R is a fiber product, the results of
[12] (see also Corollary 3.8 in [13]) imply that it does not have any non-free totally
reflexive modules unless it is Gorenstein. This holds without the assumption that
m3 = 0, but we provide a more direct proof for the case m3 = 0 below.
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Observation 3.4.2. Let R be a non-Gorenstein ring with m3 = 0 and assume that
there are non-zero ideals a, b ⊆ m such that m = a⊕ b.
Then R does not have non-free totally reflexive modules.
Proof. Assume that R has non-free totally reflexive modules. Condition (1) from
Theorem (3.2.3) tells us that we may assume ν(m) ≥ 3. We know from Theorem
(3.2.3) that the resolution of a totally reflexive module must have constant Betti
numbers B and matrices Di consisting of linear forms in R. We can write Di =
Di,a +Di,b where Di,a has entries in a, and Di,b has entries in b. Every vector u with
entries in m can be written as ua + ub, where ua has entries in a and ub has entries in
b. Note that
Diu = Di,aua +Di,bub,
and u ∈ ker(Di) ⇔ ua ∈ ker(Di,a) and ub ∈ ker(Di,b) ⇔ ua, ub ∈ ker(Di). Since
the columns of Di+1 span ker(Di), it follows that we can write Di+1 as a matrix in
which every column has either all entries in a or all entries in b. Say that there are
ni columns of the first type, and n′i columns of the second type, where ni + n′i = B.
The columns of Di+1 that have all entries in a are annihilated by evey element of b,
and the columns of Di+1 that have all entries in a are annihilated by every element
of b. Say that ν(a) = a and ν(b) = b. Then we have bni + an′i linearly independent
relations on the columns of Di+1 described in the previous sentence. It follows that
B ≥ bni + an′i. Since ni + n′i = B, and a, b ≥ 1, this is only possible if a = b = 1.
This would contradict the assumption that ν(m) ≥ 3.
Examples of rings R satisfying the hypothesis in (3.4.2) are obtained from bipartite
graphs Γ that satisfy the assumption in Proposition 3.4.1 for some i, j , and also
have the property that xi is connected to all of y1, . . . , yl, and yj is connected to all
of x1, . . . , xk.
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This illustrates the fact that the necessary conditions in Theorem 3.2.3 are far
from being sufficient.
Observation 3.4.3. Given a bipartite graph Γ that satisfies e = 2n − 4, one is
led to wonder whether one of the hypothesis in Proposition (3.3.4) or the hypothesis
in Proposition (3.4.1) must hold. We have not been able to establish this or find a
counterexample.
3.5 A Non G−Regular ring with no exact zero divisors
In this section we study an example of a ring (R,m) with m3 = 0 such that m = a+b
for two ideals a, b ⊆ m which satisfy ab = (0), but a ∩ b 6= (0). Proposition (3.4.1)
can be applied to show that this ring does not have exact zero divisors. We will give
a construction that produces infinitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable totally
reflexive modules over this ring. It is theoretically known for a non-Gorenstein ring
that if it has one non-free totally reflexive module, then it must have infinitely many
non-isomorphic indecomposable totally reflexive modules; see [7]. However, most
concrete constructions that give rise to infinitely many such modules rely on the
existence of a pair of exact zero divisors; see [6], [14]. The example we study here
shows how such a construction can be achieved in the absence of exact zero divisors.
Example 3.5.1. Let
R = k[x1, · · · , x4, y1, · · · , y4](x1, · · · , x4)2 + (y1, · · · , y4)2 + I ,
where I = (x1, x2)(y3, y4) + (x3, x4)(y1, y2) + ((
∑4
i=1 xi)(
∑4
j=1 yj)).
Then R does not have exact zero divisors, but it has non-free totally reflexive
modules.
Throughout this section, R will denote the ring described in Example (3.5.1). The
proof of the fact that R does not have exact zero divisors is shown in Construction
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3.5.2, and examples of non-free totally reflexive R- modules are shown in Construction
3.5.5. Lemmas 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 prove that the modules constructed in Construction
3.5.5 are indeed totally reflexive.
Construction 3.5.2. Let Γ be the bipartite graph with vertices
{x1, · · · , x5, y1, · · · , y5} and edges {x1, y1}, {x1, y2}, {x2, y1}, {x2, y2}, {x3, y3}, {x3, y4},
{x4, y3}, {x4, y4}, and {xi, y5}, {x5, yj} for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
x4 y4
y3x3
x2 y2
y1x1
y5 x5
Note that removing the vertices x5, y5 yields a disconnected graph, with con-
nected components {x1, x2, y1, y2} and {x3, y3, x4, y4} (which are complete bipartite
subgraphs).
We have R = RΓ/(l1, l2), where l1 =
∑5
i=1 xi, l2 =
∑5
j=1 yj.
Proposition (3.4.1) shows that R does not have exact zero divisors.
Letting a := (x1, x2, y1, y2) and b := (x3, x4, y3, y4), we have
m = a + b, ab = (0), and a ∩ b = (δ), (3.8)
where δ = (∑4i=1 xi)(∑4j=1 yj). The number of vertices of Γ is 10 and the number of
edges is 16, so the requirement e = 2n− 4 is satisfied. This means that dimk(R2) =
dimk(R1)− 1.
We let ai denote the vector space spanned by monomials of degree i in x1, x2, y1, y2,
and bi the vector space spanned by the monomials of degree i in x3, x4, y3, y4 for
i = 1, 2.
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Now, let’s construct infinitely many totally reflexive modules.
Lemma 3.5.3. Let A0, B0 denote 2×2 matrices of linear forms such that the entries
of A0 are in a and the entries of B0 are in b. Assume that the maps A˜0 : (a1)2 → (a2)2
induced by multiplication by A0 and B˜0 : (b1)2 → (b2)2 induced by multiplication by
B0 are injective.
Consider the map A˜0 + B˜0 : (R1)2 → (R2)2. Then ker(A˜0 + B˜0) is generated by
two vectors c1 +d1 and c2 +d2 with linear entries,where c1, c2 have entries in a, and
d1,d2 have entries in b.
Let A1, B1 denote the matrices with columns c1, c2 and d1,d2 respectively. If the
maps A˜1 : (a1)2 → (a2)2, B˜1 : (b1)2 → (b2)2 are also injective, then we have an exact
complex
R2
A1+B1−→ R2 A0+B0−→ R2. (3.9)
Note: We view A˜0, B˜0, etc. as maps of vector spaces, and A0, B0, etc. as maps of
free R-modules.
Proof. Note that ai, bi have vector space dimension 4 for i = 1, 2. Therefore the
injectivity assumption implies that A˜0, B˜0 are bijective. An arbitrary vector in R2
with entries consisting of linear forms can be written as c + d, with c ∈ (a1)2 and
d ∈ (b1)2. Since A0d = B0c = 0, we have
c + d ∈ ker(A0 +B0)⇔ A0c = −B0d,
and if that is the case, then the entries of A0c and B0d must be in (δ), and we have
A0c = −B0d =
 αδ
βδ

with α, β ∈ k. The injectivity assumptions imply that there are unique c1, c2,d1,d2
such that
A0c1 = −B0d1 =
 δ
0
 , A0c2 = −B0d2 =
 0
δ
 (3.10)
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It is now easy to check that ker(A˜0 + B˜0) is spanned by c1 + d1, c2 + d2.
It is clear from construction that (3.9) is a complex. Recall that dimk(R2) =
dimk(R1)−1. As above, the injectivity assumptions for A˜1 and B˜1 imply that A˜1+B˜1 :
(R1)2 → (R2)2 has a two dimensional kernel. Since dimk((R1)⊕2) = dimk((R2)⊕2)+2,
it follows that A˜1 + B˜1 is surjective. On the other hand, ker(A0 + B0) consists of
ker(A˜0 + B˜0) in degree one, and all of R⊕22 in degree two. Therefore the surjectivity
of A˜1 + B˜1, together with the fact that the image of A1 + B1 contains the kernel of
A˜0 + B˜0 by construction show the exactness of (3.9).
Lemma 3.5.4. Assume that there is a doubly infinite sequence of 2 × 2 matrices
An, Bn for n ∈ Z with the entries of An in a1 and the entries of Bn in b1, such
that A˜n, A˜tn : (a1)2 → (a2)2 and B˜n, B˜tn : (b1)2 → (b2)2 are injective maps, and
(An +Bn)(An+1 +Bn+1) = 0 for all n ∈ Z.
Then we have a doubly infinite acyclic complex
F· · · ·R2 An+1+Bn+1−→ R2 An+Bn−→ R2 An−1+Bn−1−→ · · ·
whose dual is also acyclic. Any cokernel module in F· will be a non-free totally
reflexive R-module.
Proof. The acyclicity of the complex F· was proved in Lemma (3.5.3). In order to see
that the dual is also acyclic, note that Lemma (3.5.3) applies to Atn+1, Btn+1 used in
the roles of A,B, and therefore the kernel of A˜tn+1 + B˜tn+1 is spanned by two vectors
with linear entries. Since we know (Atn+1 +Btn+1)(Atn+Btn) = 0, it follows that Atn, Btn
can be used in the roles of A1, B1.
Construction 3.5.5. Now we provide an explicit construction that satisfies all the
required conditions in Lemma (3.5.4). Let
An =
 x1 + x2 + y1 + y2 x1 − x2 + y1 − y2
x1 − x2 + y1 − y2 x1 + x2 − y1 − y2
 ,
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Bn =
 x3 + x4 + y3 + y4 x3 − x4 + y3 − y4
x3 − x4 + y3 − y4 x3 + x4 − y3 − y4

when n is even, and
An =
 x1 + x2 + y1 + y2 x1 − x2 − y1 + y2
x1 − x2 − y1 + y2 x1 + x2 − y1 − y2
 ,
Bn =
 x3 + x4 + y3 + y4 x3 − x4 − y3 + y4
x3 − x4 − y3 + y4 x3 + x4 − y3 − y4

when n is odd.
All the requirements can be checked by direct calculation.
3.6 Constructing uncountably many totally reflexive modules
In this section we consider graded Cohen-Macaulay rings (R,m) that contain the
complex numbers and specialize to a ring with m3 = 0 when modding out a linear
regular sequence. For such rings, we show that if there are non-free totally reflexive
modules, then there are uncountably many non-isomorphic indecomposable ones.
Moreover, totally reflexive modules over such rings can be constructed as cokernels
of matrices with generic linear entries Note that the existence of infinitely many such
modules was known from [7]; the uncountability is an improvement of that statement.
This improvement is relevant in view of the theory Dao and Takahashi of radius of
a category, applied to the theory of totally reflexive modules over the rings under
consideration (see Corollary 3.6.3).
Theorem 3.6.1. Let (R,m) be a standard graded non-Gorenstein ring with m3 = 0
and containing C, the field of complex numbers. Assume that R admits non-free
totally reflexive modules. Then there are uncountably many non-isomorphic indecom-
posable totally reflexive modules.
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More precisely, let R = k[x1, . . . , xn]/I and let b be the smallest number of gener-
ators of a non-free totally reflexive R-module. Think of the set of all b × b matrices
with linear entries in R as being parametrized by Cnb2 (each matrix corresponds to the
vector which records the coefficients of the linear entries). Then there are countably
many Zariski open sets Uk in Cnb2 such that if A ∈ ∩kUk, then coker(A) is a totally
reflexive R-module.
Proof. We explain how the first claim in the statement follows from the second. The
assumption that R admits a non-free totally reflexive module will imply that the
Zariski open sets Uk are non-empty. A countable union of proper Zariski closed sets
in Cnb2 is a set of measure zero, and therefore its complement is uncountable. The
modules we will construct in the proof of the second claim will be syzygies in a totally
acyclic complex with constant betti numbers b. Thus they are indecomposable (since
they have a minimal number of generators). We claim that there are uncountably
many choices of A that give rise to mutually non-isomorphic cokernels. Let A, A′ be
b × b matrices with linear entries. Then coker(A) ∼= coker(A′) if and only if there
exist invertible b × b matrices U, V such that UA = A′V . Let (u)ij, (v)ij denote the
degree zero components of U, V . Let the (i, j) entry of A be ∑nk=1 akijxk and the (i, j)
entry of A′ be ∑nk=1 a′kijxk. Setting the linear components of the entries of UA equal
to those of the entries of A′V and identifying the coefficients of each xk gives rise to
equations
b∑
l=1
uila
k
lj =
b∑
l=1
a
′k
il vlj
for every i, j ∈ {1, . . . , b} and every k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. View uij, vij as unknown; there
are nb2 equations and 2b2 unknowns. Since U, V are invertible, this system must
have nontrivial solutions. We have n ≥ 3, since otherwise the Hilbert function of R
given by Theorem (3.2.3) would force R to be Gorenstein. Therefore, the minors of
size (2b2 + 1) × (2b2 + 1) of the resulting matrix of coefficients must be zero. These
minors are polynomials in akij, a
′k
ij . Therefore, if we fix a matrix A, then the set of
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all the matrices A′ that have coker(A′) ∼= coker(A) belong to a Zariski closed set in
Cnb2 . If there were only countably many isomorphism classes of modules obtained as
cokernels of matrices in ∩kUk, it would follows that Cnb2 can be obtain as a union of
countably many proper Zariski closed sets. This is a contradiction.
Now we prove the second claim. A b×bmatrix with entries in R can be viewed as a
R-module homomorphism A : Rb → Rb. Since the entries of A are linear, it also gives
rise to a linear map of vector spaces which we denote A˜ : (R1)b → (R2)b. We have
n = dimC(R1), and, by Theorem (3.2.3), dimC(R2) = n− 1. The Zariski open set U0
is defined as the set of matrices A such that A˜ : (R1)b → (R2)b is surjective, and the
columns of A are linearly independent in (R1)b. We check that this is indeed a Zariski
open set. The linear independence of the columns is clearly an open condition. We
know from Theorem (3.2.3) that we can write R = k[x1, . . . , xn](p1, . . . , pr)
, where p1, . . . , pr are
polynomials of degree two. Let P2 denote the degree two component of the polynomial
ring P = k[x1, . . . , xn] and let E1, . . . , Eb denote the standard basis vectors in Cb.
A˜ is surjective if and only if the vectors
{xicolj(A˜), plEj | i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , b, l = 1, . . . , r} ⊆ P b2 (3.11)
span P b2 . We identify each vector in P b2 with a vector in CNb (by choosing an ordering
of the monomials in P2 and recording the coefficients of each component), where
N =
 n+ 1
2
. Note that dimC(R2) = n − 1 = N − r. Form a matrix with
bn+ br = b(N + 1) columns and bN rows with entries in C by recording each vector
in (3.11) as a vector in CNb via this identification. Surjectivity of A˜ translates into
the condition that this matrix has maximal number of generators. This is obviously
an open condition in the coefficients of the entries of A.
The Hilbert function of the ring R shows that the surjectivity of A˜ is equivalent
to dimC(ker(A˜)) = b. Form a matrix A1 by using a spanning set of ker(A˜) in Rb1
as columns. A1 is a b × b matrix with entries consisting of linear forms in R. The
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Zariski open set U1 is defined as the set of matrices A such that A1 ∈ U0. In order
to see that this is a Zariski open set, it is enough to check that the entries of A1 are
obtained as polynomials in the entries of A. This is obvious since the entries of A1
are obtained by solving linear equations with coefficients obtained from the entries of
A. The Zariski open sets Uk for k ≥ 2 are defined recursively as the set of matrices A
such that Ak ∈ U0, where Ak is defined recursively as the matrix whose columns are
a spanning set for ker(A˜k−1). Also consider the Zariski open sets U ′k obtained from
the transposes of these matrices: A ∈ U ′k ⇔ Atk ∈ U0.
Now we construct matrices Ak for k ≤ −1. Assume that A ∈ U ′0, so the transpose
A˜t : (R1)b → (R2)b is surjective, and let A′−1 denote the b × b matrix with columns
equal to a spanning set for ker(A˜t). The coefficients in the linear entries of A′−1 can
be obtained as polynomials in the entries of A. Let A−1 := (A′−1)t. Let U−1 denote
the Zariski open set of matrices A that yield A−1 ∈ U0 and let U ′−1 denote the Zariski
open set of matrices A that yield A′−1 ∈ U0. The construction is continued recursively:
in order to construct A−k−1, assume that there are Zariski open sets U−k and U ′−k
such that if A ∈ U−k ∪ U ′−k, then we have A˜−k, A˜t−k : (R1)b → (R2)b surjective. We
let A′−k−1 denote the matrix with columns obtained as a spanning set of ker(A−k)t,
and A−k−1 := (A′−k−1)t.
We claim that if A ∈ ∩k∈Z(Uk ∩ U ′k), then there is a doubly infinite complex
consisting of the free modules Rb and differentials given by the matrices Ak , and this
complex is totally acyclic. Let k ≥ 0. We have
ker(Ak) = ker(A˜k) ∪ (R2)b,
and
im(Ak+1) = R span of im(A˜k+1) = R span of ker(A˜k).
It follows that AkAk+1 = 0, and exactness follows since the surjectivity of A˜k+1 implies
that (R2)b ⊆ im(Ak+1).
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Now let j := −k − 1 ≤ −1. We want to see that AjAj+1 = 0. This is equivalent
to At−kAt−k−1 = 0. By construction, At−k−1 = A′−k−1, and we have im(A′−k−1) ⊆
ker(At−k), which gives us the desired conclusion. To prove exactness, we note as before
that ker(Aj) = ker(A˜j)∪(R2)b. The choice of A guarantees that A˜j+1 : (R1)n → (R2)n
is surjective, so (R2)b ⊆ im(Aj+1). Moreover, the subspace of (R1)b spanned by the
columns of Aj+1 contains ker(A˜j), and they are both b-dimensional.
Corollary 3.6.2. Let (R,m) be a d dimensional graded Cohen-Macaulay ring over
the field of complex numbers C. Assume that m3 ⊆ (x1, . . . , xd), where x1, . . . , xd is
a linear system of parameters. If R admits non-free totally reflexive modules, then
there are uncountably many mutually non-isomorphic indecomposable totally reflexive
modules.
Proof. The case d = 0 is the content of Theorem (3.6.1). We will prove the case d = 1.
The general case will then follow by induction on d. Let x denote a linear parameter
and letR′ = R/(x). IfM is a non-free totally reflexiveR-module, thenM ′ = M/(x)M
is a non-free totally reflexive R/(x)-module. Choose M to have the smallest number
of generators among non-free indecomposable totally reflexive R-modules. Then M ′
will also have number of generators b. The proof of theorem (3.6.1) shows that we
can construct uncountably many mutually non-isomorphic totally reflexive modules
with number of generators b. We use the construction (3.5.2) from Section 2 to
build totally reflexive R-modules from each such R′ module. We claim that there are
uncountably many choices ofM ′ that give rise to mutually non-isomorphic R-modules
via construction (3.5.2). Let A, B denote two presentation matrices of non-isomorphic
totally reflexive R′-modules with number of generators b. Assume that A occurs as
part of a totally acyclic complex as the map δ1 : F1 → F0, and B occurs as part of a
totally acyclic complex as the map δ′0 : F ′0 → F ′−1. Let A˜, B˜ denote liftings of A,B
to R.
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Construction (??) gives matrices
E =
 A˜ −xIb−C δ˜0
 and F =
 δ˜′1 −xIb−D B˜
 ,
each of which is part of a totally acyclic complex of R-modules. As in the proof of
theorem (3.6.1), if coker(E) ∼= coker(F ), then there exist invertible matrices U, V
such that EU = V F . Representing U, V in block form, we can write
U =
 U1 U2
U2 U4
 , V =
 V1 V2
V3 V4

and the requirement that EU = V F implies that xV1 + V2B˜ = A˜U2 + xU4. Modulo
x, we have V2B = AU2. The first part of the proof of Theorem (3.6.1) shows that
if we choose A,B sufficiently general, then we must have v2 = u2 = 0, where u2,v2
denote degree zero components of U2, V2. We also have −CU2 + δ˜0U4 = −xV3 + V4B˜.
Identifying the linear parts after modding out by x, we have δ0U4 = V 4B. Since the
coefficients of the linear entries entries of δ0 can be obtained as polynomials in terms
of the entries of A, we may also assume that δ0 and B are sufficiently general so that
this implies that u4 = v4 = 0. The fact that u2 = u4 = 0 contradicts the assumption
that the matrix U is invertible.
Note that the modules given by the construction (??) might not be indecom-
posable. Nevertheless, having uncountably many mutually non-isomorphic totally
reflexive modules of number of generators b implies that there must be uncountably
many non-isomorphic indecomposable totally reflexive modules. Otherwise, count-
ably many indecomposables can only give rise to countably many totally reflexive
modules.
Corollary 3.6.3. Let R be as in Corollary (3.6.2). Then the category of totally
reflexive R-modules is either trivial (consists of just the free modules), or else it has
positive radius (see [8] for the definition of radius of a category).
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Proof. The definition of radius of a category in ([8], Definition 2.1) counts the minimal
number of extensions needed in order to obtain all objects in the category from a
single object, via taking direct sums, direct summands, syzygies, and extensions.
The existence of uncountably many totally reflexive R-modules implies that they
cannot be all obtained from a single object via direct sums, direct summands, and
syzygies. Thus, at least one extension is necessary.
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Chapter 4
Generalizations of Rangel-Tracy’s Rings
4.1 Overview
In this chapter we explore generalizations of Rangel-Tracy’s rings [14]. Rangel-Tracy
gives a complete description of all totally acyclic complexes for her rings. It turns
out that entries of the differentials for any totally acyclic complex for these rings can
be chosen generically. Her rings are also short rings, and her results follow from the
work of Yoshino [18]. In this chapter we explore two generalizations of Rangel-Tracy’s
rings. These generalizations are not short rings, so we cannot utilize Yoshino.
In the first generalization, we use techniques from Striuli and Vraciu in [15]. By
using Matlis Duality and studying syzygies of the canonical module we find certain
constraints on differentials for totally acyclic complexes. It turns out that unlike
Rangel-Tracy’s rings, these differentials cannot be chosen generically. The second
generalization is a non-Cohen-Macaulay example. There are not a lot of non-Cohen-
Macaulay examples in the literature, so we record one here.
4.2 Rangel-Tracy’s Rings
We begin by defining Rangel-Tracy’s rings.
Definition 4.2.1. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and for n ≥ 2 set
R = k[x, y1, y2, . . . , yn]/(x2, (y1, y2, . . . , yn)2).
Such a ring will be referred as a Rangel-Tracy ring.
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We note that the hilbert function HFR(t) = 1 + (n+ 1)t+ nt, and R/x is totally
reflexive R-module. Therefore, the Rangel-Tracy’s rings can utilize Yoshino’s work.
She gives the following results about presentations and resolutions of totally reflexive
modules.
Theorem 4.2.2. ([14], Theorem 3.2) If T is a totally reflexive R-module which is
minimally generated by m elements, then there exists a presentation matrix of T of
the form
xIm +
n∑
i=1
ynBij,
where Bij is a m×m matrix of scalars from k.
Lemma 4.2.3. ([14], Corollary 3.3) If T is a totally reflexive R-module, then a
resolution of T is periodic of period 1 or 2.
Corollary. ([14], Corollary 3.5) If T is a totally reflexive R-module with minimal
presentation
A = xIn +
n∑
i=1
ynBij,
then the cooresponding totally acyclic complex is
· · · A−→ Rm A−→ Rm A−→ · · · (4.1)
where A = xIm −∑ni=1 ynBij.
4.3 Constructing Rangel-Tracy’s Rings
For our first generalization we would like to give a description on how we construct
Rangel-Tracy’s rings.
Construction 4.3.1. Let G = k[x]/x2 and R0 = k[y1, ..., yn]/(y1, .., yn)2, for n ≥ 2.
Then the Rangel-Tray’s ring can be viewed as
R = G⊗k R0.
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Here we see Rangel-Tracy’s rings are a construction of two simpler rings. The first
ring, G, is an artinian Gorenstein ring. The second ring, R0, has the property that
some syzygy of ωR0 is a vector space (in fact when R0 = k[y1, y2, . . . , yn]/(y1 . . . , yn)2
all syzgies of any R0−modules are vector spaces). From this description of Rangel-
Tracy’s ring we would like to vary which Gorenstein ring we use. We also observe
that if R0 = k[y1, y2, . . . , yn]/(y1, . . . , yn)2 for n ≥ 2 and the artinian Gorenstein ring
G is not k[x]/x2, then G ⊗k R0 is not a short ring. In which case we cannot use
Yoshino’s work to recover results similar to Rangel-Tracy’s [14].
Our approach to obtain similar results is to apply a technique from Striuli and
Vraciu [15]. Striuli and Vraciu proved certain non-Gorenstein rings were G-regular
by investigating the presentation of the canonical module. They showed that if some
syzygy of the canonical module splits with a summand isomorphic to the residue
field, then the ring is G-regular. We apply a similar approach on our generalization
to obtain restraints on the differentials of totally acyclic complexes.
Let’s recall a theorem to see how the canonical module can be computed in our
generalization.
Theorem 4.3.2. ([4] Proposition 3.3.20) Let ϕ : R0 → R be a flat homomorphism of
Noetherian rings whose fibers R⊗R0 k(p) are Gorenstein for all p ∈ SpecR0 for which
there exists a maximal ideal q in R with p = q ∩ R0. If ωR0 is a canonical module of
R0 then ωR0 ⊗R0 R is a canonical module of R.
Observation 4.3.3. Let R = G⊗kR0 where G is an artinian Gorenstein ring, (R0, n)
is an aritinian ring, and they are both k-algebras. Then we have ωR = ωR0 ⊗R0 R.
Proof. We utilize the previous observation to compute the canonical module. We
note that R is a flat R0 module. Since R is artinian we only need to verify that
R⊗R0 k(n) = R⊗k k is Gorenstein to obtain our desired result. Observe that
R⊗R0 k = (G⊗k R0)⊗R0 k = G⊗k (R0 ⊗R0 k) = G⊗k k = G
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Since G is Gorenstein we have ωR = ωR0 ⊗R0 R.
Lemma 4.3.4. Let R = G⊗k R0 where G is an artinian Gorenstein ring, (R0, n) is
an aritinian ring such that the syzygy of the canonical module has a direct summand
isomorphic to k, and they are both k-algebras. Then for any totally reflexive R-
module M , we have M/nM is a totally reflexive G-module. Further, the totally
acyclic complex of freeR-modules of which M is a syzygy remains exact (and it fact
totally acyclic) when tensored with G, and M/nM is a syzygy of this new complex.
Proof. Let Ωi(ωR0) = R0/nR0 ⊕N . Observe that
ΩiR(ωR) = ΩiR0(ωR0)⊗R0 R
= (R0/nR0 ⊗R0 R)⊕ (N ⊗R0 R)
= R/nR⊕ (N ⊗R0 R)
= G⊕ (N ⊗R0 R).
By definition we have that ExtiR(M,R) = ExtiR(M∗, R) = 0 for all i > 0. It
follows from Matlis Duality that TorRi (M,ωR) = TorRi (M∗, ωR) = 0. Since G is
a summand of some syzygy of ωR we see that TorRi (M,G) = TorRi (M∗, G) = 0
for all i. This yields M/nM is a totally reflexive G-module. In addition, let F
be the totally acyclic complex of free R-modules of which M is a syzygy. Since
TorRi (M,G) = TorRi (M∗, G) = 0, we have that F ⊗R G the totally acyclic complex
of free G-modules of which M/nM is a syzygy.
Let’s be more specific in our generalization. Let R = G ⊗k R0 where R0 =
k[z1, z2, . . . , zn]/(z1, z2, . . . , zn)2 with n ≥ 2 and G be artinian Gorenstein. We can
also view R as G[z1, z2, . . . , zn]/(z1, z2, . . . , zn)2. The following lemma gives some
intuition on how we can construct totally acyclic R complexes.
Lemma 4.3.5. Let G be a ring and R = G[x1, x2, . . . , xn]/(x1, x2, . . . , xn)2. Let
· · · −→ Gni δi−→ Gni−1 δi−1−→ Gni−2 −→ · · ·
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be a totally acyclic G complex. Let
· · · −→ Rni δ
′
i−→ Rni−1 δ
′
i−1−→ Rni−2 −→ · · · (4.2)
be an R−complex such that for each i, δ′i = δi +
∑n
j=1 xjδi,j where the entries of each
δi,j come from G. Then (4.2) is a totally acyclic R complex.
Proof. To verify (4.2) is acyclic, we only need to verify that two adjacent maps form
an exact sequence. We relabel the differentials and write an exact sequence
Gni
B→ Gni−1 A→ Gni−2 ,
and
Rni
B→ Rni−1 A→ Rni−2 (4.3)
a complex where A = A + ∑ni=1 xiAi, B = B + ∑ni=1 xiBi with the entries of Ai, Bi
come from G. We have that (4.3) is a complex. It follows that ABi = −AiB for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let u ∈ kerA, and u = u + ∑ni=1 xiui where the entries of each ui come
from R. We observe that
Au = Au+
n∑
i=1
xi(Aiu+ Aui) = 0.
It follows that Au = 0 and for each i, Aiu + Aui = 0. By the exactness we can find
some w such that Bw = u. We observe further that
0 = Aiu+ Aui
= AiBw + Aui
= −ABiw + Aui
= −A(Biw − ui).
Again by the exactness of the first short exact sequence, we can find some wi such
that −Bwi = Biw− ui or ui = Biw+Bwi. Let w = w+∑ni=1 xiwi. It can be verified
that Bw = u; hence, we have that (4.3) is exact; thus, we have that (4.2) is acyclic
as desired.
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From this result we have that any totally acyclic G-complex is also a totally
acyclic G[z1, z2, . . . , zn]/(z1, z2, . . . , zn)2-complex. We notice that if G is a non-regular
Gorenstein ring, then we have that G ⊗k k[z1, z2, . . . , zn]/(z1, z2, . . . , zn)2 is not G-
regular.
4.4 First Generalization
Let G = k[x, y]/(x2, y2) and R0 = k[z1, z2, . . . , zn]/(z1, z2, . . . , zn)2. Then we have
R = G ⊗k R0 = k[x, y, z1, z2, . . . , zn]/(x2, y2, (z1, z2, . . . , zn)2). This will be our first
generalization. Let’s look at a specific totally acyclic R-complex.
Example 4.4.1. Let’s consider
· · · −→ R2
[ x y ]
−→ R
[ xy ]
−→ R
 x
y

−→ R2 −→ · · ·
It is clear this is a totally acyclic R complex since the differentials form a totally
acyclic k[x, y]/(x2, y2)-complex. We notice that the complex is not periodic and
entries of the differentials are not all linear. This shows that Rangel-Tracy’s results
do not generalize to these rings.
We further want to investigate the entries of the differentials. Specifically, we want
to know if we can chose generic linear entries and obtain a totally acyclic complex.
The following theorem addresses this question.
Lemma 4.4.2. Let R = k[x, y, z1, z2, . . . , zt]/(x2, y2, (z1, z2, . . . , zt)2). Let (F, δ) be a
totally acyclic complex where the differentials have the form
δ = xA+ yB +
n∑
i=1
yiCi,
with matrices A,B,Ci have entries in k. Then the coefficients of these matrices
cannot be chosen generically.
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Proof. We suppose for contradiction that we can choose the entries generically. From
the previous result we can restrict our attention to matrices of the formM = xA+yB.
Let A be generic. By possibly considering the dual, we may assume that A has as
many columns as rows. With base change we can write
A = (In|0)
where In is an identity matrix. Let w be a minimal relation of M and w = ux+ vy.
We compute
0 = Mw = ((In|0)v +Bu)xy.
This gives the relation (In|0)v = −Bu. We let u vary through the standard basis
{e1, e2, . . . , em} and determine the corresponding v. We also note that (In|0)v doesn’t
incorporate the last m − n entries of v. Therefore we conclude the kernel of M is
presented by the matrix
(
Im 0
)
x−
 B 0
0 Im−n
 y.
Now we consider the composition of the differentials in R of the totally acyclic R-
complex. We can write
δ1 = (In|0)x+By +
t∑
i=1
Cizi
δ2 =
(
Im 0
)
x−
 B 0
0 Im−n
 y + t∑
i=1
Dizi.
We compute the composition and see
δ1δ2 =
(
(In|0)x+By +
t∑
i=1
Cizi
)( Im 0 )x−
 B 0
0 Im−n
 y + t∑
i=1
Dizi

= ((In|0)x+By)
(
t∑
i=1
Dizi
)
+
(
t∑
i=1
Cizi
)( Im 0 )x−
 B 0
0 Im−n
 y

=
t∑
i=1
((In|0)Di + Ci(Im|0)xzi) +
t∑
i=1
BDi − Ci
 B 0
0 Im−n
 yzi
 .
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We observe for each i
(In|0)Di = −Ci(Im|0)), and
BDi = Ci
 B 0
0 Im−n
 .
Let (djk) = Di and (cjk) = Ci. It follows from the first observation that djk = −cjk
when 1 ≤ j ≤ n and 1 ≤ k ≤ m, and djk = 0 when k > m. Therefore, we can write
Di = −(Ci|0), and
−B(Ci|0) = Ci
 B 0
0 Im−n
 .
This shows that matrices C and B have to anticommute. Hence, the coefficients
cannot be chosen generically.
4.5 Second Generalization
We note that in the definition of totally acyclic R-complexes it was not necessary for
R to be Cohen Macaulay. This generalization turns out to be a non-Cohen Macaulay
and non-G-regular ring. This example is purely serendipitous
Construction 4.5.1. Let n be a positive integer,
M =

x11 x12 . . . x1n
x21 x22 . . . x2n
... ... ...
xn1 xn2 . . . xnn

,
I be the ideal generated by the entries of the matrix M2, m = (x11, x12, . . . , xnn),
R0 = k[y1, y2, . . . , ym]/(y1, y2, . . . , ym)2, and Rn = (k[x11, x12, . . . , xnn]/I)m. Then we
define R := Rn ⊗k R0.
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Notice that when n = 1 we get R1 = k[x]/(x2). Therefore we can recover
Rangel-Tracy’s rings by R1 ⊗k R0. Also, by construction we can view the ring R
as Rn[y1, y2, . . . , ym]/(y1, y2, . . . , ym)2. Therefore, when constructing totally acyclic
R-complexes we can utilize (4.3.5) and focus our attention to totally acyclic Rn-
complexes .
Observation 4.5.2. Let Rn, M , and I be as in construction from (4.5.1). When
n > 1, Rn is not Cohen Macaulay.
Proof. To prove the result, we show that Rn has positive dimension and that m is an
embedded prime.
We claim that the prime ideal p ⊂ m that is generated by all the variables except
for xn−1,n contains I. But this is clear since the entries of M2 are all homogeneous of
degree 2 and no entry in M2 has x2n−1,n as a term. It follows that dimRn ≥ 1.
Let’s show that r :=detM 6∈ I. We suppose the contrary that r ∈ I. Let J be the
ideal generated by xij where i 6= j. Then it follows that r ∈ I + J . It is seen that
I + J is generated by {x211, x222, . . . , x2nn} and the generators of J . Hence, I + J is a
monomial ideal. We can reduce r to be the monomial Πni=1xii. It is clear when n > 1
that r 6∈ I + J . Therefore, our assumption that r ∈ I was absurd.
To finish the claim we need to show that annr = m. That is, we need to show for
any i and j, we have xijr = 0. By considering a change of basis it suffices to show
that x11r = 0. We can interpret x11r as
x11r = det

x211 x11x12 . . . x11x1n
x21 x22 . . . x2n
... ... ...
xn1 xn2 . . . xnn

.
We would like to conclude that the above determinant is zero. We do this by showing
the top row is a combination of the subsequent rows. By considering the top row
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entries of M2 we can make a the following substitutions for x1ixi1 = −∑nk=2 x1kxki.
With these substitutions it is easily verified that
x21 x31 . . . xn1
x22 x32 . . . xn2
... ... ...
x2n x3n . . . xnn


−x12
−x13
...
−x1n

=

x211
x11x12
...
x11x1n

Thefore, we can conclude that annr = m. Thus Rn is not Cohen Macaulay when
n > 1.
Next, we give an example of a minimal totally acyclic Rn-complex.
Example 4.5.3. We would like to construct a totally acyclic Rn complex. In Rangel-
Tracy’s rings, T , we have that
· · · x−→ T x−→ T x−→ · · ·
is a totally acyclic complex. To generalize the above complex into the context of Rn
we would like
· · · M−→ Rn M−→ Rn M−→ · · · (4.4)
to be totally acyclic. We verify via Macaulay2 that when n ≤ 4 we have (4.4) is in
fact totally acyclic.
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